Tab D2 – Standard 3 (report included in the 2018 meeting packet)
J.Hipp is the TG chair, confirming the TG met 2 times since the 2017 JC F2F. He detailed the timing of the 4 open issues, and M.Perez opened the floor for comments.

D.Melaragno asked for additional information regarding the rinseability test, and J.Hipp explained in greater detail the history of the issue, and that it's all about developing a method for measuring high efficiency, low water flow machines. He finished by saying the group will have to look at all the listed models with lower water flow, and develop an approach for evaluating these once the method is finalized, so as not to exclude any machines unnecessarily.

J.Leonard asked if there are any plans to look at the cutlery cleaning system again in the future now that the issue paper has been withdrawn. A.Rose said this is unknown, explaining the challenges that the manufacturer is having with how the food code is written. Said that he had spoken with the Issue Proponent recently and although the company hasn’t given up, they need to sort out a game plan first.

M.Perez asked if there were any other comments; there were none.